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ECE 405: Computer Networks

• Lecture 3 – Introduction
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OUTLINE:

 Reference Models----------------------- Sec. 1.4

n o t e ,  f o l l o w  t h e  y e l l o w  h i g h l i g h t e d  s e n t e n c e s  i n  t h e  t e x t b o o k .
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OSI Reference Model

The OSI model describes how information or data makes its
way from application programmes (such as spreadsheets)
through a network medium (such as wire) to another
application programme located on another network.
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The lower 4 layers (transport, network, data link and physical
—Layers 4, 3, 2, and 1) are concerned with the flow of data
from end to end through the network.

OSI Reference Model

The upper four layers
of the OSI model
(application,
presentation and
session—Layers 7, 6
and 5) are orientated
more toward services
to the applications.

A message begins at
the top application
layer and moves
down the OSI layers
to the bottom
physical layer.
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OSI Reference Model

Data is Encapsulated with the
necessary protocol
information as it moves down
the layers before network
transit.

As the message descends, each
successive OSI model layer
adds a header to it.

A header is layer-specific
information that basically
explains what functions the
layer carried out.

Conversely, at the receiving
end, headers are striped from
the message as it travels up
the corresponding layers.
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OSI Reference Model
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OSI Reference Model
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TCP/IP Reference Model
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Application Layer
Application programs using the network

Transport Layer (TCP/UDP)
Management of end-to-end message transmission,

error detection and error correction

Network Layer (IP)
Handling of datagrams : routing and congestion

Data Link Layer
Management of cost effective and reliable data delivery,

access to physical networks

Physical Layer
Physical Media

TCP/IP Reference Model
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IEEE Standards

IEEE (Institute of
Electrical and
Electronics Engineers),
the largest professional
organization in the
world, has a
standardization group
that develops standards
in the area of electrical
engineering and
computing. IEEE’s 802
committee has
standardized many kinds
of LANs.
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• It is also worth pointing out that for measuring memory, disk,
file, and database sizes, in common industry practice, the
units have slightly different meanings.

• There, kilo means 2^10 (1024) rather than 10^3 (1000)
because memories are always a power of two. Thus, a 1-KB
memory contains 1024 bytes, not 1000 bytes.

• Note also the capital ‘‘B’’ in that usage to mean ‘‘bytes’’ (units
of eight bits), instead of a lowercase ‘‘b’’ that means ‘‘bits.’’
Similarly, a 1-MB memory contains 220 (1,048,576) bytes, a 1-
GB memory contains 230 (1,073,741,824) bytes, and a 1-TB
database contains 240 (1,099,511,627,776) bytes.

• However, a 1-kbps communication line transmits 1000 bits
per second and a 10-Mbps LAN runs at 10,000,000 bits/sec
because these speeds are not powers of two.

Measurements


